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From the editor,
I'm sorry the issue is being published a couple months late. I have been out of the "Caving Loop" for
awhile. Starting with my vacation to Korea in April, then my month in the hospital with pancreatitis
and perforated bowel, plus about a three month recovery period from the surgery. Just got back
underground on a very short trip for the first time in late August. In my efforts to pull together this
issue, I found I was just stealing articles from the September issue. That would just make it more
difficult to fill the September issue. So this issue is a few pages short of its normal twenty pages.
Please note the pictures from Afghanistan were taken by Andy Filer, PA National Guard, machine
gunner on Blackhawk Chopper. Also see his picture on the back page. He is due to return to the US
this fall in October or November.
I'd like to thank, Gordy, John, Don, Barry, Dave, and Andy for articles, pictures, ballads, quotes,
printing, distribution assistance and web support used in getting this issue out to our members and
friends.
Ken Tayman, Editor
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Spring 2013 MAR – Woodward Cave
May 3-5, 2013 by Gordy Ley

The weekend before MAR, I was
headed down 81, and saw Ed Kehs
working at Peiper. I didn’t have time to
stop, so I emailed a hello to him. In his
reply, he stated that he would be
leading a trip to Big Ridge at MAR.
Great! Big Ridge was high on my to-do
list!
I took a scenic roundabout route to
Woodward so that I could measure
some mileages to Flemings Caves. Once
I arrived, I found Dane Wagle, Pat
Minnick,
and
Dave
Morrow
in
attendance.
Trip sign-up was very nice – not the
New "Big Ridge" gate, built by Ed Kehs
usual competitive crap-shoot!
Pat,
Dave, and I signed up for the Big Ridge
trip. Also on the trip were Andy Field, and two Nittany cavers – Hope and Eric. We would meet Ed
at the cave. Dane signed up for Alexander.
I think it took about an hour to get to
the road up the mountain to get to the
cave. And I do mean UP the mountain!
We were greeted with a nice new Ed
Kehs gate that was a very naturallooking, stone-like affair.
After
negotiating the new gate, you dropped
down a tight little dogleg to the original
gate – a smaller square hole that
presented a challenge getting through
wearing your vertical gear. (Even worse
coming out!)
Through the opening immediately to climb
down a wooden ladder to the loading
zone. Very interesting drop!

Formations near bottom of drops
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The pitch followed the bedding plane of the ridge, so you just had to back down the drop
until it got more and more vertical – kind of a clumsy affair! There were three pitches in all
to the bottom. Something like 400 feet total?
Pat took the
lead
at
the
bottom.
We
climbed along a
horizontal passage
for a ways until
Pat found the
connector
that
required climbing
up
through
a
contorted
little
squeeze that was
quite challenging!
Eventually
we
reached a spot
with a lot of very
nice
white
flowstone. Here,
we climbed down
some more! We
dropped down into
a pretty tight
little breakdown
passage to get
down to where we
needed to go.
A

Ladder just inside gate, leading to "step off" ledge for first drop.
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couple more
climb-downs
brought us to the
stream
passage,
where we turned
around.
To
continue would be more
involved than our goals
allowed.

The stream passage was a tight tube
that you would trail your pack behind
you on a tether. Not for me this day!
On the way out, the tight breakdown
hole could be bypassed by an exposed
climb up the right side. Up-climbing
always seems more appealing than
down-climbing!
The tight, contorted
maneuver was just as tight and
contorted!
Using a Mitchell rig, I found that my
short, left ascender was hanging up on
every step. I had to physically break it
loose every time, even with someone
holding the rope. Getting to the top of
the pitch required a lot of unnecessary,
clumsy work.

Gordy about to "Step Off" first drop.
Getting through the old gate with all my gear was a
pain. Functionally, I was disappointed with my
vertical experience, but I was glad to have finally
gotten into Big Ridge!

"Stream Crawl" to deeper part of cave at
bottom of three drops.

Caves on Stamps
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Texas-New Mexico Trip Report
By Andrew Filer

During Christmas leave myself and fellow National Guardsmen Ryan Runkel made a mad
dash
across
the
southwest to do some
climbing and caving. On
the first day of our trip we
climbed
at
Enchanted
Rocks State park, one of
the
premier
climbing
areas in Texas.
While
there we visited a small
cave appropriately named
Enchanted Rocks cave.
While not very large,
even
by
Pennsylvania
standards, it was quite
unique. It is one of the
largest caves formed on
top of a monadnock (i.e.
an isolated hill), which
coincidentally
is
the
Natural walk-in entrance to Carlsbad Cavern, NM
Photo by Andy Filer
largest
pink
granite
monadnock in the Unites
States. The cave appears to have been formed through erosion of the mountain, with the hardier
granite exfoliating into the void. Being in the middle of a state park it is easy to access and
shows the wear and tear from it. I highly recommend a visit if you are in the Austin/San Antonio
area.
After a four hundred mile drive that evening, we visited Carlsbad Caverns the next day.
Being late in the year the crowds weren’t too large, and the temperature was perfect. After
acquiring our free National Park annual passes for being active duty military we toured the small
museum before entering the cave. We decided to walk in the impressive mile long natural
entrance, which is much larger than pictures depict it.
We then toured the cave via the longer loop which passes through all areas open to
tourists. The numerous pits and side passages along the way undoubtedly led to a lifetimes
worth of caving. The highlight of the trip came as we passed a rope suspended from the ceiling.
The nearby park ranger explained that it had been installed in an expedition years ago, but is only
used for scientific trips. Too bad.
On our way to the elevators we passed the unique
underground café which was unfortunately closed. After a quick trip up the 754ft elevator we
made a stop at one of the many small Indian caves found along the road leading to the caverns.
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Caves of Afghanistan Aerial Trip Report
By Andrew Filer
During my travels in
Afghanistan I’ve been lucky
enough to see quite a few
amazing
areas,
the
chief
amongst
them
being
the
Buddha’s of Bamiyan and their
nearby caves. Built in the 500600’s AD, the Buddhas were the
tallest standing Buddha statues
prior to their destruction by the
Taliban in the spring of 2001.
The alcoves they were carved
from still remain, as do most of
the smaller caves that dot the
hillside. Currently many of the
Bamiyan Large Buddha
Photo by Andy Filer
caves not under the protection
of researchers house residents of the town. Unlike many of the other caves in the country, most
of those at Bamiyan appear to have been carved directly into the sandstone, and are not naturally
occurring. It’s interesting to note how houses in the region incorporate these caves as storage
areas or livestock pens.
The other area I’ve seen
which features many small caves is in
the south-east near the Pakistani
border. Primarily these caves are in
the area south of Jalalabad and north
of Khost.
This is where the now
infamous Tora Bora mountains are
located.
These caves are formed
from the intermittent streams that
occur every year during the yearly
snowmelt.
This water eventually
finds its way over a cliff and erodes a
chamber when the flow of water
slows.
These rounded chambers
continue to undercut the lip of the
cliff above until they eventually
Bamiyan overview
Photo by Andy Filer
collapse.
Some of these shelter
caves reach impressive sizes, the largest I’ve seen being about five three hundred feet wide and
one hundred feet deep. In addition to these caves, many smaller caves are found along major
rivers, formed by surface runoff that worked its way through the rock. While I was not able to
observe the interiors of any of these caves (a cruel irony indeed), numerous scholarly articles
reference their past use as Buddhist shrines and shelters. Perhaps in the future cavers may be
able to travel to Afghanistan to explore these geologically and culturally unique caves.
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Vertical Practice
March 31, 2013

Pat led vertical practice at Shaffer
Rock. FCG members/guests present
Pat, Gordy, John, Ken T, Abe, Jason,
Steph, Mitch and Tim.

Hellhole 2013

Cave Ballad

Good and Very Bad News

by Dave Collings

by P Youngbaer Mar 26, 2013
Saltpetre Man

Just got the final report from Craig Stihler, West Virginia
Department
of
Natural
Resources.

he’s got a pigmy donkey and a cart
to let me know he’s been there he tallies scratchy
marks
for dinner he’s resourceful, don’t want to blow his
pay
bites the heads off longear bats like ozzie up on
stage

First, the good news: Virginia Big-eared bats simply aren't
getting WNS. Not a single bat in 2010, nor again this
winter showed any signs of WNS. While the 2013 VBE
population census declined from 2010, it was still up more
than 50% over 2007:
2013: 7,640
2010: 10,025
2007: 5,006

he’s climbin’ up that ten foot notched pine pole
grubs are jumpin’ off him like hoppers from a hole
on saturdays he’s on his way to town he’s got his
pay
a little drink a little lady and the petre drifts away

West Virginia DNR's Craig Stihler said, "Summer counts
at maternity colonies indicate the population is increasing.
The decline this winter is probably due to some of the bats
being in another portion of the cave we do not know
about."

nothing could be finer
to be a saltpetre miner
the saltpetre miner of Saltpetre Mountain.

Now, the bad news: overall, the total bat population in
Hellhole has declined to just 12,673, down from over
112,000, or an overall decline of 90%. Of the Little Brown
bat population, once by far the most numerous at around
90,000, and at 38,155 in 2010, only 2,461 remain.

fills up the petre bag to earn his coin
ties it to his pony who hoofs him in the groin
he’s dreamin’ of some whiskey and he’s dreamin’ of
some rye
but petre liquor’s quicker if you smoke it when it’s
dry.

Similarly, the federally-endangered Indiana bat, declined
steeply from 18,557 in 2010 to only 2,540 this year.
Other species totalled just 32 bats. While the Virginia Bigeared news is good, the data for the two hard-hit species is
very bad. Anyone who thinks that WNS has slowed, or
that large mortalities are not still occurring is simply
mistaken.

nothing could be finer
to be a saltpetre miner
the saltpetre miner of Saltpetre Mountain.
at night the dust descends upon the soul
while some are headin’ out, he’s headin’ deeper in
the hole.
his bed’s a bit of rimstone and his pillow’s hard as
life
pulls up a flowstone blanket keeps him covered
through the night

It does appear that the effect on Indianas is delayed
compared to Little Browns. That does not bode well for
the rest of the Indiana hibernacula surveys going on this
winter/spring. Stay tuned for more on that as data is
reported.
Here's a link to the WVDNR Hellhole data summary:
http://www.caves.org/WNS/Hellhole2013Summary.pdf

nothing could be finer
to be a saltpetre miner
the saltpetre miner of Saltpetre Mountain.

Peter Youngbaer
NSS 16161 CM FE
WNS Liaison

nothin’ could be finer
saltpetre miner
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"Quotes of the Quarter"

Pics From the Past

“I have ignition.”
GL re successful soda straw igniter test

" I want some more "strueberries"
GL after getting buzzed on strawberry-blueberry
moonshine

"If you're gonna go, go deep"
GL caving comment, had adolescent cavers laughing

My helmet shrunk!!

Barry Duncan, Blacklog Cave, Long Ago

Howard White placed sign with new parking rules at Carnegie entrance
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McDowell Breakthrough
June 29, 2013 by Gordy Ley

A

fter a less than successful attempt to
gather enough manpower for a
productive team to access Barry's dig,
we called it off. With an empty day on my
hands, I saw an opportunity to get back up to
the cave at McDowell. I wanted to push
downstream and upstream to see how much
more passage could be achieved. I emailed
Ish, since wet caves are his particular forte.
We met at McDonalds and drove to the cave.
After talking to the landowner , we headed
down to the cave and donned our wetsuits. I
jumped in first and played around taking a few
photos. When Ish followed we headed
downstream first. At the end of what we had
done previously, the passage went to the left.
Ish pushed this a few body lengths. The
passage was divided in the center by rock. A
flat, sharp, platter-like rock on its edge on the
Upstream passage in McDowell.
Photo by Gordy Ley
right side. On the left, a ledge hangs out,
preventing entry. It would be very difficult to assault this ledge. Maybe digging out below it would give
more room to move. We abandoned our effort downstream.
Right at the base of the entrance the stream
goes left upstream. Ish also pushed this first.
With his encouragement, I followed, helmet
off, brown bubbles all the way!
See cover photo for another upstream pic

The ceiling finally allowed me to replace my
helmet. After a little bit, the passage took a
right-left dogleg with a deeper pool. Next we
had to remove our helmets again for 20-30
feet. Now we found a large rock in the middle
of the passage Going around it on the left led to
the end of the line. Past the rock, the water
went to the right and down. We estimated
about 100 feet on this upstream foray.
On the surface, we walked it off, and it seems
to end at the sinkhole where John and I worked
last year. A nearby rock escarpment may be
where the water goes deep to get this far! We
need to return to survey what we've done.

Skull damage resulted from helmet-off stream crawls.
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WNS Survey
Kerry Speelman (FCG/MAKC)
Greg Turner (PA Game Commission
Commission)
March 15, 2013
We did make it to both Walnut Ridge Cave and
Frustration Pit (along with some other smaller
caves near Newville).
Walnut Ridge had exactly 12 tricolored bats
(Pips) as you reported to me on the phone....all
appeared very healthy. Cave temperature today
(March 15)) is 51 degrees and blowing air. We did
get permission from Mrs. Hoover to go into the
cave. All appeared well with the Hoovers.
We only had about 10 minutes to cave at
Frustration Pit due to time constraints. I accidently
sent Greg into Corker
ker Hill but quickly stopped
him before entering
tering the corkscrew mud slope
passage. There was no interest in going into this
cave after I described the entrance passage in
Corker Hill. We then made it to Frustration Pit but
with only 10 minutes, only had enough time to
check the entrance passage and no bats were
found. I never been in thee area of Frustration Pit
or Corker
ker Hill in the winter and it was neat seeing
all the cave entrance in relation to each other.

PA Cave protection sign recently placed in Walnut Ridge Cave by
Gordy Ley, Franklin County Grotto
Photo by Gordy

Caving Knots

Thanks, Kerry
***************************************
March 18, 2013 UPDATE

This often used knot is used to
tie webbing into slings or loops.
loops
At one end, tie a loose overhand
knot

An update....UV testing of a bat near the entrance
of Walnut Ridge tested WNS positive by use of
Ultraviolet light. I'm trying to find some details
out and will update my brief write
write-up that I
previously sent. Laboratory confirmation will
occur
this
spring.
Fig A

Kerry
***************************************
Spring 2013
Ken,
Fig B

The tricolored bat from Walnut Ridge Cave was
confirmed positive by laboratory analysis for the
fungus that causes WNS.
Kerry
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Take the other end and thread it
back along the overhand knot
starting at the end and tracing
the path toward the long portion
of the webbing (Fig A)
After threading, dress the knot,
making sure the webbing is not
twisted and the ends are not too
short, then pull it snug (Fig B)

FRANKLIN COUNTY GROTTO

U.S. Army Spc. Andrew Filer, a member of the Pennsylvania National Guard, serves as
a door gunner on a Black Hawk helicopter traveling to Forward Operating Base Joyce

